Optimize the flow

Spandau Pumpen, Your reliable partner for coolant pumps
Build on experience and expertise

Your machines and systems produce a variety of components every day, process metal, glass, or wood, machine plastic, print countless numbers of magazines and packages, and feed important raw materials. The essential factor: they have to run precisely and reliably – including in demanding environments, as this is the only way to contribute to your customers’ satisfaction. This requires that all components operate perfectly. For example the coolant pumps, which are crucial to uninterrupted operation. This requires products and solutions that you can rely on, plus an experienced partner you trust, especially when things get stressful.

You can rest assured that you have found this partner. Since its founding in 1932 in Berlin, Spandau Pumpen has stood for top quality Made in Germany. We have been producing sealless immersion pumps since 1934. In 1984, we joined Willy Vogel AG and are now an independent brand within the strong SKF Group. This means that you benefit from more than 85 years of experience, from our in-depth understanding of your daily applications and the reliability and expertise of a renowned, international and innovative technology specialist.

We utilize state-of-the-art technology to develop and produce a wide range of centrifugal and screw pumps for cooling, hydraulic, and circulating-oil systems at our headquarters in Berlin. Many of our pumps feature a sealless design that provides for a very long service life.

Your success and your customers’ satisfaction are our duty. We maintain a strong international sales and service network and work every day to make our production and logistics processes more efficient.

Our goal: Suppling your needs – globally.
Your challenges – our motivation

When a pump fails, it may cause unplanned downtime for your entire plant. This is of course problematic, as every minute you cannot produce costs you or your customers a lot of money. Our sophisticated products play a critical role in ensuring the optimal availability of machinery and systems. And if needed, our prompt service keeps your downtime to a minimum. This lowers operating costs – and calms your nerves.

In specific terms: If your pump experiences a fault, our experts will provide you with competent assistance. You can reach them personally by phone or e-mail, whichever you prefer. You won’t reach an electronic recording but rather speak directly with your permanent contact person, who is intimately familiar with you, your company, and your challenges.

Become even more efficient

Many companies underestimate the impact of outdated or faulty equipment, including when it comes to coolant pumps. If these no longer work reliably, they reduce the efficiency of the entire machine. We integrate intensive research and development into each of our centrifugal pumps and screw pumps to prevent just this from occurring. Our engineers are constantly improving the solutions and expanding the product range so that you receive technically advanced coolant pumps that are proven to let you work more economically and efficiently. In other words, real Spandau Pumpen. We put all of our products through extensive inspection and testing, for maximum quality and service life.

Do your pump requirements differ from the standard? We will gladly develop a tailored solution in cooperation with you that precisely meets your needs, and we will manufacture it – even in a small batch.
Rely on quality

“Made in Germany” is our guarantee that your Spandau pumps meet the highest technical and quality standards. We develop and manufacture using modern equipment at our Berlin location. We thoroughly inspect all components before assembly, ensuring that you can make the best use of our products for a long time.

All Spandau Pumpen employees are highly qualified specialists enthusiastic about you, your processes, and the technology. They will actively support you with their expertise.

Trust clear facts

To provide maximum protection for your investment, we put our products through an extensive testing process. Only once this process has been successfully completed and all performance requirements met do we deliver them to you as genuine Spandau Pumps. By doing so, we largely eliminate faults and defects. You can also rely on the long service lives of our pumps. A Spandau pump only leaves the factory well tested.
Save valuable time

All the processes, from consultation to ordering to delivery and installation, run smoothly for you. To make this possible, we are constantly improving our procedures, our services, and customer support. We set high standards for our suppliers as well. Our partners likewise focus on performance, quality, and a constructive and sustainable working culture. This is something we value in particular for our customers.

As part of the SKF Group, Spandau Pumpen is certified according to quality management standard **ISO 9001**, the international environmental management standard **ISO 14001** and according to **OHSAS 18001**. This ensures occupational health and safety.

Because you care about the environment

To ensure our products reach you without damage, we pack them securely in environmentally friendly packaging. Using state-of-the-art intralogistics with lean processes and a fully automated warehousing system significantly reduces delivery times, which is especially important for procurement of replacement parts.
Master your challenges

You can feed virtually all media with genuine Spandau pumps – from pure to highly contaminated, from hot to cold, from acidic to basic, from corrosive to abrasive.

Overview of applications:

Machine tools and filter systems: Regardless of what machines you work with, you need to be able to rely on an efficient supply of cooling lubricant at all times. We offer you a wide range of pumps excellently suited for wet machining and for electrical discharge machining.

Temperature control and cooling units: We have solutions for this segment that let you cool or warm various media to a certain temperature using coolants and heat-transfer fluids.

Printing and packaging machines: Spandau pumps reliably feed paints, varnishes, solvents, inks, and other fluids in printing and packaging systems. Benefit from pulsation-free feeding.

Special-purpose machines for mining, mineral, and cement industries: Sand, dust, and other contaminants are par for the course here. The pumps need to be exceptionally sturdy – Spandau pumps that reliably feed fluids.

Do you have requirements beyond the usual standards? We will solve for them you – customized!
You can rely on us, worldwide

Do you have machines and systems running around the world? We are there for you! Another benefit of our international group: Thanks to the close-knit network of SKF sales partners, all current Spandau pumps are available worldwide – and particularly quickly.

You can also rely on the high level of our service worldwide without hesitation. Our local experts speak your language and will help you on-site.